Editorial
Looking Ahead: Clinical Hematology International Turns One

This issue of the journal marks the first anniversary of Clinical Hematology International [1], the official peer-reviewed open access journal of the International Academy for Clinical Hematology (IACH; www.clinical-hematology.org). We wish the journal a happy anniversary, and we thank all of our readers, authors, reviewers, and editors for their support, dedication, and investment in the IACH activities.

In 2020, all of us involved in the hematology field find ourselves on the edge of a new decade. This is an ideal moment to look ahead and think about the future and progress. At the IACH, we are working on a variety of fronts, to offer a unique educational experience, to disseminate knowledge, and to promote good clinical practice. Therefore, we are proud to highlight the important achievements of the IACH over a short period of time. Several international meetings already took place and were highly successful in terms of both content and participation. Of note, the congress on Controversies in Multiple Myeloma (COMy) is now in its 6th edition, and has become a key moment of the international myeloma landscape. The monthly high-profile webinars are able to reach a very large audience worldwide, and progressively constitute a rich and diversified library of educational material, freely accessible anytime to all. Regional webinars and events in local languages are also being planned (e.g., in French and Spanish) to reach the highest number of colleagues and stakeholders.

During its first year of publication, our Clinical Hematology International journal has published high-level clinical reviews and guidelines developed by top experts who thoughtfully analyzed the available research evidence, and provided a comprehensive evaluation, to help advance the field and spread knowledge (e.g., [2–6]). The journal also published original reports, case reports, and a diverse set of material including perspective articles, commentaries, and editorials.

The IACH is committed to innovation. Looking further into the future, we envision a continuous and sustainable portfolio of activities. We want to establish strong links between the different stakeholders involved in clinical hematology worldwide, while we adapt to the field's changing expectations. This way, we are confident we will be able to make a difference for all the hematology health care professionals and, most importantly, for patients wherever they are. We are fortunate to have a dedicated team of highly skilled professionals in various capacities, who volunteer their hard work with the same excitement and enthusiasm which made us found the IACH and turn it into a leading international organization. The latter development has gone hand in hand with social responsibility, constantly advocating for patients, good clinical practice, and equal access to life saving therapies. All of this is about teamwork and a sense of fraternity to educate, raise awareness and fight blood diseases. Not all activities can be featured in a short editorial, but no matter what your interests in clinical hematology are, we would like to underline our passion to serve the community and our field. We hope you will continue to enjoy the IACH activities and to read the articles published in Clinical Hematology International. We always welcome your suggestions and contributions, and thank you for your trust.
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